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Abstract In view that authentication has made a significant determinant in handover delay,
this paper presents a fast authentication mechanism for mobile stations roaming within a
WiMAX–WLAN interconnected environment. Incorporating a key reuse design that pre-
vents repeated transactions at a remote server, our mechanism distributes security contexts
ahead of handover to a local trusted key holder which manages several sites. A target site,
upon receiving a mobile station, retrieves the contexts locally for authentication purpose and
thus completes handover efficiently. While employing a target prediction algorithm as an
option, our mechanism distributes the contexts to target candidates as dictated, which further
improves handover performance if target prediction hits and maintains its advantage even in
a miss. In addition, the handover optimization design specified in WiMAX is extended to
support WiFi-to-WiMAX handovers. We reason that the proposed mechanism does not com-
promise the system in any sense as well. Analytical and simulation results show that, despite
key pre-distribution misses, our mechanism leads to marked improvement over counterpart
schemes in terms of handover delay and packet loss, meeting delay-sensitive application
requirements.
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1 Introduction

Various wireless network technologies have been evolving as means of public access to rich
Internet applications. Among others, WiMAX (Worldwide Inter-operability for Microwave
Access) [1,2] is a wireless Metropolitan Area Network technology that provides mobile users
with more ubiquitous coverage. By contrast, WiFi is a wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
technology [3,4] that characterizes higher bandwidth yet weaker mobility support. WiFi is
considered complementary to WiMAX due to its cost-effectiveness on covering signal dead
zones of WiMAX networks and its plentiful bandwidth for quality of service. Accordingly, an
interworking environment comprised of WiMAX and WiFi for roaming users is a pragmatic
consideration.

In an interworking system, a fast vertical handover is essential for the following reasons.
A mobile station (MS) may prefer using WiMAX networks for fewer handovers as long as its
received bandwidth is satisfactory. However, when its perceived bandwidth cannot endure,
the MS opts to switch over to the WiFi network for service continuity. On the other hand,
an MS may tend to reside in the WiFi network that sustains the bandwidth requirement by
the MS. Still, handovers from WiFi to WiMAX networks remain probable when WiFi radio
channel quality deteriorates to an unacceptable level. We argue that vertical handovers from
WiMAX to WiFi networks or vice versa are deemed to be fast enough. Such handovers are
likely to occur around the edges of WiMAX and WiFi networks.

Figure 1 illustrates the interworking architecture under discussion, where a WiMAX net-
work is interconnected with WLANs through the WiFi Interworking Function (WIF.) An MS
requires a vertical handover to transfer its physical connectivity between heterogeneous net-
works. Since security policies vary greatly among different networks, security contexts need
to be resolved anew upon handover, resulting in a long authentication delay. For example,
a vertical handover to any WiFi network requires a WiMAX mobile subscriber to perform
full authentication [5,6] with the Authentication Server situated at the WiMAX Connectivity
Service Network remotely at the expense of a potentially prohibitive delay [7] for security
context resolution.

Substantial research has focused on reducing authentication delay for the WiMAX–
WLAN interworking system [8–10]. Previous work can broadly be categorized as pre-authen-
tication and re-authentication based. These schemes were effective but might not cater well
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Fig. 1 A WiMAX–WLAN interworking architecture. Entities enforcing access control are authenticators that
refer to an Access Service Network Gateway (ASN-GW) or AP
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for seamless mobility in certain circumstances. Pre-authentication schemes may entail full
authentication if keying materials were not pre-distributed correctly and timely (termed key
pre-distribution misses.) Key pre-distribution is a mandatory part of such schemes in that
keying materials (or keys) need to be distributed to target base stations (BSs) or access points
(APs) beforehand, involving target prediction and key distribution procedures. However, if
key pre-distribution misses [11], the MS may undergo full authentication during handover.
A target prediction miss is likely, especially in the course of a WiMAX-to-WiFi handover
on network edge. On the other hand, re-authentication schemes, though free from target
prediction, bring limited performance improvement due to nontrivial re-authentication pro-
cessing delay in the Authentication Server. Delay-sensitive applications may thus suffer the
degradation of service quality.

As a remedy, this study aims at refining the authentication procedure for a WiMAX–WiFi
interworking system such that overall handover delay can be significantly reduced in sup-
port of seamless access service. The proposed scheme, the fast authentication mechanism or
FAME for short, distinguishes itself from previous work in several aspects:

• FAME combines designs of pre-authentication and re-authentication operations, so as to
gain its strength.

• FAME utilizes the WIF, a new role in the interworking system, and ASN-GW to achieve
localized authentication.

• Thanks to localized authentication, FAME keeps handover delay from ill penalties of
key pre-distribution misses.

• FAME optimizes WiFi-to-WiMAX handovers so that WiMAX handover optimization
procedure [1,13] operates seamlessly with the authentication procedure, further reducing
handover delay.

• The security level in line with IEEE 802.11i and IEEE 802.16 is well maintained, without
weakening robust security.

Moreover, an analytical model is developed and made applicable to the modeling stochas-
tic behavior of a generic heterogeneous network. Our developed model, as shall be clarified
in the text, features certain accuracy with mathematical underpinnings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section gives a brief back-
ground on this study. Section 3 describes our proposed scheme, including system architecture,
message flows, and security analysis. Performance evaluation is provided in Sect. 4. Lastly
Sect. 5 concludes this work.

2 Background

To design an interworking system, two main issues need to be addressed: (1) handover and
(2) authentication during handover. The former is called vertical handover issue, aiming at
providing roaming devices with connectivity where available. To this end, IEEE 802.21 [14]
has been specified for media independent handover among different types of networks. This
standard also defines layer-2 triggers allowing for higher layer mobility management proto-
cols such as Fast Mobile IP [15]. Based on this standard, considerable literature proposed
and discussed vertical mobility management architectures in wireless networks [15].

The second issue is concerned with authentication delay during handover. Taking a
WiMAX–WLAN interworking system as an example, observe that WiFi and WiMAX authen-
tication machineries, i.e., IEEE 802.11i [16] in WiFi and PKMv1 (Privacy Key Management
version 1) and PKMv2 in IEEE 802.16e [1], share a common flavor. Both adopt IEEE 802.1X
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Table 1 Acronyms Terms Notes

AK Authentication key

AS Authentication server

ASN-GW Access service network gateway in WiMAX networks

CMAC Ciphered message authentication code

CR/R Context request/report message exchange between BSs
and ASN-GWs

DHCP Dynamic host configuration protocol

EAP Extensible authentication protocol

FA Full authentication

FR Fast re-authentication [10], EAP performed between AS
and MS

HMAC Hashed message authentication code

HO Handover

HO∗ Optimized handover

LR Local re-authentication [10], EAP performed between
AP/BS and MS

LS-EAP Localized simplified EAP performed between a local
key holder and MS

MA Message authentication through verifying the message
authentication code (i.e. HMAC/CMAC) or hashed
value of a secret in the message (i.e. PMKID)

MS-Ctx Additional contexts specific to an MS

MSK Master session key

PAR Proxy-assisted re-authentication [10], EAP performed
between a proxy and MS

PMK Pairwise master key

PMKID PMK identification

RNG Ranging

SA-D Security association descriptor

SBC/REG Subscriber station basic capability/registration

SF-Info Service flow information

WIF WiFi interworking function

[17] as the generic framework for user authentication and keying material distribution that
supports various authentication methods over the EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol)
[5]. Depending on what EAP method in use, the MS and the AS (Authentication Server)
authenticate each other through rounds of challenge-response interactions via the authenti-
cator. IEEE 802.1X authentication is generally lengthy due to key generation at the AS and
Internet backbone delay. This issue was addressed in recent studies [8–10,18–21] for differ-
ent interworking systems. In what follows we describe and discuss the schemes [8–10] which
address this issue in the WiMAX–WLAN interworking system. Table 1 lists the acronyms
used in this study.

2.1 Fast Authentication Schemes

Hou et al. [8] proposed a pre-authentication scheme which generates MSKs (master session
keys) for both WiFi and WiMAX in the initial network entry phase, and then transmits the
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MSK to the target network where necessary. Therefore, the handover process is simplified to
require merely mutual authentication between the MS and target BSs/APs. As a consequence,
authentication becomes localized, without involving the AS. However, Hou et al.’s scheme
might still undergo lengthy authentication if the MSK expires or the MS moves to a target
site that does not receive the key.

The scheme by Sun et al. [9] represents another pre-authentication approach taking on the
key reuse trait. Reusing keys avoids the processing time of key re-generation at the Authenti-
cation Server. Here MSK serves as the root keying material for deriving AK (authentication
key) and/or PMK (pairwise master key) for the target network. Additionally, a target predic-
tion algorithm is necessary for AK/PMK pre-distribution. Distributing keys to BSs/APs in
the handover preparation phase, the scheme prevents keys from expiring too soon at the target
network. Even so, full authentication during handover may remain when key pre-distribution
misses because of faulty target prediction or overdue key distribution.

To the best of our knowledge, a recent WiMAX specification [2] outlines the concept that
a BS may request AK from its ASN-GW when an MS arrives, whereas no WiFi specification
mentions that an AP may reclaim keys from a trusted key holder when key pre-distribution
misses. Hence, we assume that if key pre-distribution misses, the WiMAX BS in [9] is able
to reclaim keys, while a WiFi AP cannot. As a result, an AP performs full authentication in
the WiMAX-to-WiFi handover if key pre-distribution misses.

Shidhani and Leung devised a means to contend with possible invocations of prescribed
full authentication. Taking advantage of key reuse and localized authentication, proxy-
assisted re-authentication (PAR) and local re-authentication (LR) were proposed in [10].
While the MS roams, its key is stored in visited networks and domains, where a domain
consists of one or more networks. Upon re-visiting a network or domain, the MS performs
localized authentication (namely PAR for domain revisits or LR for network revisits), or
fast re-authentication (FR) otherwise. This reduces the delay of message exchanges with the
Authentication Server by an appreciable amount. Here key reuse means that a key stored
in a previously visited network is reused for re-authentication while the user re-visits the
network, thus speeding up the key re-generation process. As a re-authentication scheme,
the processing time (600 ms [6]) becomes much less than what is required in full EAP
authentication (1,240 ms [6]). However, re-authentication processing time restricts perfor-
mance gain such that timeliness requirements of applications might not be met satisfacto-
rily.

2.2 WIF

In view of above issues, we shall propose an effective approach to speeding up authenti-
cation during heterogeneous network handover. Before embarking on our approach in the
next section, we highlight here an entity, namely WIF [6], predefined by the WiMAX Forum
for roaming support. The WIF, as shown in Fig. 1, plays an important role in interfacing
WiMAX and WiFi networks. It enables the MS with WiFi network connectivity to access
WiMAX network functionality. The WIF supports several essential functions. Among others,
the AAA Proxy will proxy requests for authentication and authorization using the Authen-
tication Server in WiMAX network. Proxy mobile IP client supports mobility management
and IP session continuity using Home Agent/Local Mobility Anchor from the WiMAX
network. DHCP Proxy serves the DHCP Requests/Replies while Accounting Client gen-
erates user data records and sends accounting messages to the WiMAX Authentication
Server.
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3 The Proposed Approach

FAME combines designs of pre-authentication and re-authentication operations. Similar to
the re-authentication scheme [10], FAME adopts the localized authentication concept to
shorten authentication delay, reflecting a design in line with IETF standards on re-authen-
tication efficiency enhancement [12]. Additionally, FAME adopts the key reuse concept as
in pre-authentication schemes [8,9] to avoid the lengthy key generation procedure during
handover. However, pre-distributing keys to target BSs/APs may result in key pre-distribu-
tion misses. To mitigate the impact of key pre-distribution misses, FAME stores keys onto
a local trusted key holder from which APs or BSs are tasked to retrieve the required key.
In our architecture, the local trusted key holder in WiMAX and WiFi networks refers to the
ASN-GW and the WIF, respectively. We remark that FAME can work independently of any
target prediction algorithm which is required in a pre-authentication scheme. Given the use of
a target prediction algorithm, however, FAME facilitates handover to a greater extent for key
pre-distribution miss handling. Furthermore, FAME optimizes the WiFi-to-WiMAX hand-
over which operates seamlessly with the authentication procedure. While WiMAX handover
optimization is a unique design in the native WiMAX system, such optimization cannot
be realized in the WiMAX–WLAN interworking system genuinely without careful consid-
eration. To this end, FAME leverages standard protocols, i.e., DHCP and EAP, to achieve
optimization as part of WiFi-to-WiMAX handover procedure.

3.1 WiMAX-to-WiFi Handover

Figure 2 describes the message flow of FAME in a WiMAX-to-WiFi handover.

(1) The MS initially accesses the WiMAX network in the Initial Network Entry stage,
and shares an identical MSK with the Authentication Server.

(2) The MS enters the handover preparation stage if some condition holds, such as channel
quality deteriorating to a certain threshold.

(3) The MS scans for target APs and then notifies the Authentication Server of the scanned
candidates as per IEEE 802.21 with a key pre-distribution trigger.

(3.1) The Authentication Server reuses the MSK to derive a PMK.
(3.2) The PMK is distributed to the WIF through the Context-Delivery message,

which is the main procedure of FAME in this stage.
(3.3) If a target prediction algorithm is employed jointly, the WIF in FAME sends

the PMK to predicted target APs.

(4) The MS decides to switch over to a WiFi network and proceeds to the handover
execution phase if some further conditions are satisfied.

(5) The MS reuses the MSK to derive the PMK for the WiFi network.
(6) The MS issues an IEEE 802.11 (re)association request message containing the

PMKID toward the target AP.
(7) The target AP then validates the PMK indicated by the PMKID. To verify the PMKID,

the AP derives another PMKID as per IEEE 802.11 [3] from the PMK received in
Step (3.3).

(8) The AP responds to the (re)association request from the MS through the associa-
tion response message which indicates the PMK validity. If PMKID is found valid,
then the MS starts the 4-way Handshake in Step (12), leaving out Steps (9)—(11). If
PMKID verification fails, the target AP deduces that either the expected PMK is not
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Fig. 2 WiMAX-to-WiFi handover message flow

yet available or has become obsolete, or MS-possessed PMK is invalid. In order to
distinguish which case to deal with, IEEE 802.1X authentication is then conducted.

(9) The AP starts IEEE 802.1X authentication for the PMK from the trusted key holder
through an on-demand mechanism (Step (9.1)—(9.4).)

(10) The second PMKID verification decides whether or not the MS’s PMK is correct.
If so, the EAP procedure is completed; otherwise, the target AP proceeds with nor-
mal EAP authentication (not shown here) by exchanging RADIUS messages with the
Authentication Server.

(11) The AP sends an EAP-Success message to the MS, indicating a successful authenti-
cation.

(12) The handover is terminated when a 4-Way Handshake for deriving PTKs has been
completed.

3.2 WiFi-to-WiMAX Handover

An MS migrating from WiFi to WiMAX networks will bring about a WiFi-to-WiMAX
handover. Our FAME reacts in the same way as with the WiMAX-to-WiFi handover.
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We further improve the handover process by incorporating the WiMAX handover opti-
mization techniques [1]. For this, MS context, denoted as MS-Ctx, including SBC/REG
(Subscriber station basic capability/registration) information, SA-D (security association
descriptor), and SF-Info (service flow information), is required at the target network. Simi-
larly, the MS also needs SA-D and SF-Info about the target network. Letting Net-Ctx denote
SA-D and SF-Info collectively about the target network, aforementioned information can be
exchanged in the Initial Network Entry phase as shown in Steps (1)—(2) of Fig. 3.

(1) The MS sets up connection to the WiFi network by performing IEEE 802.11 association
procedure and EAP authentication procedure.

(1.1) The authentication triggers the Authentication Server to transmit Net-Ctx to
the WIF (AAA Proxy).

(2) Upon performing DHCP with the WIF, a co-located DHCP Proxy, the MS acquires
Net-Ctx [23,24] and transmits its MS-Ctx to the WIF.

(2.1) The WIF then sends MS-Ctx to the Authentication Server after the MS has left
such information at the WIF while accessing DHCP services.

By virtue of key pre-distribution, the Authentication Server maintaining the MS’s SF-Info
and SA-D delivers MS-Ctx to the BS directly. Thereafter, WiMAX handover optimization is
made possible in the handover execution phase. Steps (3)—(11) in Fig. 3 depict the remainder
message flow of the entire process. Our treatment of WiFi-to-WiMAX handover is identi-
cal to that of WiMAX-to-WiFi handover, so we highlight the handover optimization part of
concern:

(4) To realize the handover optimization, the notification message triggers the Authenti-
cation Server to deliver not only MSK but also MS-Ctx as in Step (4.1).

(7) Since handover optimization context has been prepared in the Initial Network Entry
phase, only RNG-REQ/RSP messages (Steps (7) and (11)) are exchanged over the
wireless medium. The messages include HMAC (hash message authentication code)
or CMAC (ciphered message authentication code) for message integrity.

(8) The WiMAX BS validates the AK by verifying HMAC/CMAC. To verify the
HMAC/CMAC, the BS derives another HMAC/CMAC as per IEEE 802.16e [1] from
the AK received in Step (4.3). If the verification fails, the target BS deduces that either
the expected AK is not yet available or outdated already, or the MS-possessed AK is
invalid.

(9) To distinguish which case to tackle, the target BS acquires AK and MS-Ctx locally
from the trusted key holder (ASN-GW) through Context-Request/Report message
exchanges.

(10) The second HMAC/CMAC verification ensures the validity of AK. If the verification
succeeds, then the BS sends back a RNG-RSP message in the next step to complete
the handover execution. Otherwise, a full network re-entry procedure (not shown in the
figure) is required before the next step.

3.3 Synchronization Problem

Prior to handover, a mobile station may trigger several handover preparation phases, in which
the Authentication Sever generates new keys from the same MSK and distributes them to
corresponding candidates. Since the target candidates selected in the latest handover prepa-
ration phase are very likely to become the actual target, it is practical for the mobile station
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Fig. 3 WiFi-to-WiMAX handover message flow

to maintain the newest key for authentication. A target AP/BS without valid key will operate
as key pre-distribution miss and hence execute the on-demand mechanism for the newest key
retrieval from the trusted key holder. Note that a target can always recognize the freshness
of a key through PMKID or HMAC/CMAC verifications.

An out-of-sync problem arises when the notification message for the latest handover prep-
aration phase is lost in transit. In that case, the trusted key holder retains an obsolete key.
Subsequently the target AP/BS will fail the verification after reclaiming the key (PMK or
AK) from the key holder and thus resort to full authentication by then. However, notification
messages as per IEEE 802.21 can also be embodied using TCP [14]. When TCP serves as
the underlying transport protocol, notification message loss becomes unlikely due to reliable
transfer by TCP, which is free from the synchronization problem.
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3.4 Security Analysis

We are now in position to reason that the security level of our FAME is not unduly weakened.
First, consider the WiFi-to-WiMAX handover scenario. The transmission between the ASN-
GW and the Authentication Server throughout key pre-distribution does not compromise the
network in that the original WiMAX authentication procedure includes secure transfer of
MSK from the Authentication Server [13]. Therefore, transmitting MSK from the Authen-
tication Server to the ASN-GW remains secure for our key pre-distribution mechanism.
Besides, a secure communication channel between the ASN-GW and each of BSs are man-
dated by the WiMAX Forum Network Working Group [13]. Hence, AK delivery for either
key pre-distribution or on-demand over secure channels is entrenched throughout, implying
that an eavesdropper cannot disclose nor a rogue BS will receive any AK from the ASN-GW.
Moreover, the MS and the BS will authenticate each other whenever necessary. If either is an
adversary, mutual authentication will fail. These arguments ensure that our FAME is secure
during WiFi-to-WiMAX handover.

As for WiMAX-to-WiFi handover, the WiMAX–WLAN interworking architecture in the
WiMAX Forum assumes that there exist secure tunnels between the Authentication Server
and the WIF and between the WIF and each of trusted APs. As a result, MSK transmission
from the Authentication Server to the WIF and PMK transmission from the WIF to APs
have been protected from unauthorized access. This assures that key pre-distribution and
on-demand mechanisms do not divulge keying materials to a broader set of entities than
necessary. In other words, our FAME operates in a way that only legitimate APs are able to
possess or request PMKs.

In line with IEEE 802.11i pre-authentication, our FAME also allows the MS to keep PMKs
resolved from pre-authentications to other target APs. When handed over to any of these APs,
the MS provides the corresponding PMKID in its IEEE 802.11 Association Request mes-
sage. If the MS is an adversary without knowledge of correct PMKs, the verification on the
AP side will fail. In addition, the 4-Way Handshake subsequent to authentication allows the
MS to verify whether the prospective AP holds a correct PMK. A rogue AP or any impostor
entity without the PMK will lead to verification failure.

4 Performance Analysis

We compare our fast authentication mechanism with three counterpart schemes [8–10] in
terms of handover delay, key pre-distribution miss rate, and packet loss. Supposing that the
EAP method in use is EAP-AKA [22], our performance evaluation is conducted by means
of analytical and simulation modeling. Table 2 shows the definitions of symbols used in
performance discussions.

4.1 Analytical Model

We model the network of Fig. 1 using Fig. 4. Random variables X and Y are exponentially
distributed with mean 1/x and 1/y, respectively. Z is an Erlang distribution Er(N , y) with
mean N/y. In Fig. 4, seven points of time intervals are defined as follows: (1) the time to send
the notification message to the Authentication Server; (2) the time spent in target prediction;
(3) the point when the WIF or the ASN-GW receives keys or keying materials; (4) the point
when the handover execution phase starts; (5) the point when a message is received from
the MS and hence security contexts are demanded for authentication; (6) the point when the
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Table 2 List of symbols used in
performance discussions

Symbols Notes

X Transmission delay between AP/BS and MS

Y Transmission delay between AP (BS) and WIF
(ASN-GW)

Z Transmission delay between WIF/ASN-GW and AS

N Hop count from the WIF/ASN-GW to the
authentication server

Z ’ Transmission delay between the WIF/ASN-GW and an
authentication proxy defined in Shidhani and Leung’s
scheme [10]

TK T The advance time of sending the notification with key
pre-distribution trigger before the handover execution
phase

An The time of n packet arrivals

TB The serving network connection outage time in soft
handover

K Execution time of a prediction algorithm

DI Handover delay time for using method I

L The number of packets lost due to handover

Pkm Key pre-distribution miss rate

PF R Ratio of performing FR during handover [10]

PP AR Ratio of performing PAR during handover [10]

PL R Ratio of performing LR during handover [10]

Ppm Prediction miss rate of a prediction algorithm

Ptm Overdue transmission rate, the probability that key
transmission time Tk is longer than the authentication
start time Ta

Tk Key transmission time (with reference to Fig. 4)

Ta Authentication start time (with reference to Fig. 4)

X Y
Z'=(N/2)·Y

AS
(CBR)

Proxy
WIF/

ASN-GW
AP/BSMS

5

2

Tk: 
Ta: 

1st packet loss

n-th packet loss

An

3
K

4

6

TKT

DI

1

Z=N·Y

TB

7

Fig. 4 A time diagram of handover operations

handover process finishes; (7) the point when the current connection to the serving network
is broken. Note that the seventh point differs from the fourth only in soft handovers.

To set the stage for subsequent evaluation, we make several additional assumptions below.
TK T takes on the sum of independent exponential distributions which will be detailed in
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Sect. 4.4 An is Erlang distributed, Er(n, λ) with arrival rate λ. TB is defined as Ah so that the
mean delay is h times the packet inter-arrival time. K is exponentially distributed with mean
1/κ . In the following subsections, we use this model to derive three metrics of concern.

4.2 Handover Delay

Handover delay is modeled with random variable DI , where I ∈ {FAME,Hou,Sun,Shi.}
represents different subject schemes. The probability distribution function (PDF) of DI is
expressed in Eq. (1).

fDI (t) =
∑

q∈QI

pq · fDI
q
(t), (1)

where QI = {miss, hit} for I = FAME, Hou, or Sun and QI = {FR, PAR, LR} for I =
Shi. Shi. represents the protocol introduced by Shidhani and Leung [10], Hou represents that
introduced by Hou et al. [8], and Sun is the one proposed by Sun et al. [9].

The Laplace transform of Eq. (1) is as follows.

f ∗
DI

q
(s) =

∑

q∈QI

pq · f ∗
DI

q
(s) (2)

Although different DI ’s have different delay component combinations, we can represent
DI in a generic form using the convolution operator ⊗ as formulated in Eq. (3), where �I

q
is the set of delay components in scheme I under the condition of q . Hence, the Laplace
transform of DI is Eq. (4).

fDI
q
(t) = f∑

J∈�I
q

DJ (t) =
(

⊗
J∈�I

q

fDJ

)
(t) (3)

f ∗
DI

q
(s) = f ∗∑

J∈�I
q

DJ
(s) =

⎛

⎜⎝
∏

J∈�I
q

f ∗
DJ

(s)

⎞

⎟⎠ (4)

Delay components DJ ’s can be categorized into two parts: (1) authentication process-
ing time in the Authentication Server, authenticator and/or the MS, including encryption,
key generation, authentication, verification, and so forth, and (2) transmission delays. The
sets of delay components of the schemes are listed as follows. Please consult Table 1 for
abbreviations.

�F AM E
miss =

{
{HO∗,CR/R,MA}, for WiFi-to-WiMAX handover
{HO,LS-EAP,MA}, for WiMAX-to-WiFi handover

�F AM E
hit =

{ {H O∗, M A}, for WiFi-to-WiMAX handover
{H O, M A}, for WiMAX-to-WiFi handover

�Hou
miss = {H O, E AP, F A}

�Hou
hit = {H O, M A}

�Sun
miss = {H O, E AP, F A}

�Sun
hit = {H O, M A}

�Shi
L R = {H O, L R, F R}
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�Shi
P AR = {H O, P AR, F R}

�Shi
F R = {H O, F R, F R}

According to the above list and Eq. (4), the Laplace transforms of DI in the case of
WiFi-to-WiMAX handover are as follows. Note that PF R, PP AR and PL R sum to unity 1.
The Laplace transforms of DI in the WiMAX-to-WiFi handover can be derived in a similar
way and, for space reasons, detailed computations are left out here.

f ∗
DF AM E (s) = Pkm · (

f ∗
X (s)

)2 · (
f ∗
Y (s)

)2 · (
f ∗
M A(s)

) + (1 − Pkm) · (
f ∗
X (s)

)2 · (
f ∗
M A(s)

)

f ∗
DHou (s)= Pkm · (

f ∗
X (s)

)12 · (
f ∗
Y (s)

)6+4N · (
f ∗
F A(s)

) + (1−Pkm) · (
f ∗
X (s)

)8 · (
f ∗
M A(s)

)

f ∗
DSun (s) = Pkm · (

f ∗
X (s)

)8 · (
f ∗
Y (s)

)2 · (
f ∗
M A(s)

) + (1 − Pkm) · (
f ∗
X (s)

)8 · (
f ∗
M A(s)

)

f ∗
DShi (s) = PF R · (

f ∗
X (s)

)12 · (
f ∗
Y (s)

)6+4N · (
f ∗
F R(s)

)

+PP AR · (
f ∗
X (s)

)12 · (
f ∗
Y (s)

)6+2N · (
f ∗
F R(s)

)

+PL R · (
f ∗
X (s)

)12 · (
f ∗
Y (s)

)6 · (
f ∗
F R(s)

)

From foregoing equations we can obtain the expectation of DI using Eq. (5).

E(DI ) =
∞∫

0

fDI (t)dt =
∞∫

0

fDI (t)e−tsdt

∣∣∣∣∣∣
s=0

= − d

ds
f ∗
DI (s)

∣∣∣∣
s=0

(5)

4.3 Packet Loss

Recall that handover introduces a blackout period during which the MS cannot deliver data
packets to and from the system. So, the MS experiences communication disruption equivalent
to packet loss. The average number L of packets lost due to handover can be obtained in the
form of Eq. (6).

E(L) =
∞∑

n=1

Pr(An + TB < DI ) =
∞∑

n=1

Pr(An + Ah < DI ) =
∞∑

n=1

Pr(An+h < DI )

=
∞∑

n=1

∞∫

0

fDI (t)

t∫

0

f An+h (s)dsdt =
∞∑

n=1

∞∫

0

fDI (t)

(
1 −

n+h−1∑

i=0

(λt)i

i ! e−λt

)
dt

=
∞∑

n=1

(
f ∗
DI (s)

∣∣
s=0

−
n+h−1∑

i=0

λi

i !

[
(−1)i d(i)

ds
f ∗
DI (s)

]∣∣∣∣∣
s=λ

)
(6)

Note that h is zero for all the schemes except Sun et al.’s. Sun et al.’s scheme operating in a
soft handover fashion sets h to a value such that mean TB is equal to h/λ.

4.4 Key Pre-distribution Miss Rate

Pkm consists of the miss rate attributed to the prediction algorithm, Ppm , and overdue network
transmission Ptm . Eq. (7) relates Pkm to Ppm , and Ptm . For simplicity, Ppm is assumed to be
constant throughout, while Ptm varies scheme by scheme due to differing Tk and Ta .

Pkm = Ppm + (1 − Ppm) · Ptm (7)
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The PDF of Tk is as follows, in which the cumulative distribution function of X + K is the
convolution of exponential random variables with unique means [25]. The Laplace transform
of Tk is in Eq. (8).

fTk (t) = fX+2Y+2Z+K (t) = fX+(2+2N )Y+K (t) =
t∫

0

f(2+2N )Y (s) fX+K (t − s) ds

= x

x − κ
f(2+2N )Y+K (t) + κ

κ − x
f(2+2N )Y+X (t)

f ∗
Tk

(s) = x

x − κ
f ∗
(2+2N )Y+K (s) + κ

κ − x
f ∗
(2+2N )Y+X (s) (8)

Ta is related to TK T and w, the number of message transfers between MS and BS/AP
during the period of time from when the handover execution phase starts until a message is
received from the MS and hence security contexts are demanded for authentication.

Considering that TK T assumes the sum of independent exponential distributions
H1, H2, . . . , Hm , the distributions are independent if their means, h1, h2, . . . , hm , are unique.
We further assume the means are not identical to that of x . Consequently, if w equals 1, we
can derive the PDF of Ta as follows [25], where wX denotes the time from the point when
handover execution begins to the point when the w-th message received by the AP/BS trig-
gers authentication. Note that the condition that w equals 1 holds in the WiMAX-to-WiFi
handover. The resulting Laplace transform of Ta is in Eq. (9). For w > 1, Ta is also derivable
yet not shown here due to involved derivation procedure.

fTa (t) = fTK T +wX (t) = f∑m
i=1 Hi +X (t)

=
m∑

i=1

h1 . . . hi−1 · hi+1 . . . hm · x

(x − hi ) · ∏m
j=1, j �=i (h j − hi )

fHi (t)+ h1 . . . hm∏m
j=1 (h j − x)

fX (t)

f ∗
Ta

(s) =
m∑

i=1

h1 . . . hi−1 · hi+1 . . . hm · x

(x − hi ) · ∏m
j=1, j �=i (h j − hi )

f ∗
Hi

(s)+ h1 . . . hm∏m
j=1 (h j − x)

f ∗
X (s) (9)

Hence, Eq. (10) expresses Ptm .1

Ptm = 1 − Pr(Tk < Ta) (10)

Pr(Tk < Ta) =
∞∫

0

fTk (t)

∞∫

t

fTa (r)drdt

=
∞∫

0

fTk (t) ·
(

m∑

i=1

h1 . . . hi−1 · hi+1 . . . hm · x

(x − hi ) · ∏m
j=1, j �=i (h j − hi )

e−hi t+ h1 . . . hm∏m
j=1 (h j − x)

e−xt

)
dt

=
m∑

i=1

h1 . . . hi−1 · hi+1 . . . hm · x

(x − hi ) · ∏m
j=1, j �=i (h j − hi )

f ∗
Tk

(s)
∣∣
s=hi

+ h1 . . . hm∏m
j=1 (h j − x)

f ∗
Tk

(s)
∣∣
s=x

1 Deriving Ptm may become numerically intractable for involved differentiations. To work around intracta-
bility problems, we manage to obtain higher-order differentiations of Laplace Transforms of Tk in following
lines: (1) Computing differentiations of Tk ’s components individually, and (2) accumulating intermediate
results of certain orders through combinatorial operation techniques on these derivatives.
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5 Simulation Results

5.1 Parameter Settings

We used the NS-2.33 simulator [26] with the NIST IEEE 802.16 module [27] to conduct
simulations. Figure 5 shows the simulation environment in which the MS was equipped with
both WiFi and WiMAX interfaces. The BS was assumed OFDM-capable and configured with
frame duration 10 ms. The configuration determines the message delivery delay through the
IEEE 802.16 interface. As for message delivery through the backbone, since the backbone
delay varies from system to system, we configured the delays in a flexible way. Message
transfers between the BS and the ASN-GW (i.e. Y ) and between the AP and the WIF (i.e.
Y ) were unified to take 10 ms on average. The delay between the ASN-GW/WIF and the AS
was N times Y , where N indicative of the hop count between the ASN-GW/WIF and the
AS was set to 10, unless explicitly stated otherwise. According to experiments in [6], the
processing times of FA and FR were 1,240 and 600 ms, respectively. In addition, since
the processing time K of target prediction algorithms could vary, we assumed K to be 40 ms.
The processing time of MA (i.e., PMKID verification in the WiFi network and HMAC/CMAC
verification in the WiAMX network) was set to 18 ms, allowing for one-way delay in the IEEE
802.16 interface obtained from testbed experiments [28]. Besides, assume that there is a con-
stant bit rate broadcast packet generator co-located at the Authentication Server. To rule out
non-deterministic effects of any handover decision algorithms, the MS was simulated to start
handover execution at a pre-defined time when entering the coverage of the target network.

We also substantiated parameters for analytical models. Considering handover behavior
in the real world, the values were selected according to the testbed experimental results
[6,28,29]. The delays between the MS and the BS (i.e. XWi M AX ), and that between the
MS and the AP (i.e. XWi Fi ) follow exponential distributions with means 18.0 ms [28] and
1.0 ms [29], respectively. Security context transfer delays, i.e., MA, FA and FR, and the pro-
cessing delay of the target prediction algorithm were exponentially distributed with means
identical to those configured in simulations, respectively. The backbone delay between the
ASN-GW/WIF and the AS was an Erlang distribution with parameters N and 10 ms consis-
tent with those in simulations. Our simulation and analytical results provide an indication of
how different schemes perform in a comparative manner on a fair basis.

Authentication Server 
(constant bit rate generator)

ASN-GW WIF

BS

.

AP

Y (=10 ms) Y (=10 ms)

Z (=N·Y) Z (=N·Y)

MSMS
XWiMAX (=18 ms) XWiFi (=2.0 ms)

Frame Duration

Downlink Ratio

PHY Spec.

Adv. Interval

DCD Interval

UCD Interval

10ms

0.2

OFDM

1 second

5 seconds

5 seconds

Fig. 5 Simulation environment
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Fig. 6 Handover delays versus Pkm . a Results from WiFi-to-WiMAX handover and b from WiMAX-to-WiFi
handover. The legends marked with “*” represent simulation results. The legend FAME denotes our mechanism
cooperating with a target prediction algorithm

5.2 Handover Delay

Figure 6 compares handover delays of the four subject schemes. It can be seen that analytical
and simulation results for each method match fairly well, implying the validity of our analyt-
ical model. Overall, our FAME improves handover performance by an appreciable amount.
Figure 6a depicts handover delays versus different key pre-distribution miss rates in WiFi-
to-WiMAX handover. Here the ratio of FR, PAR, and LR in Shidhani and Leung’s scheme
was set to 1, 0, and 99 %.2 Among the methods, Shidhani and Leung’s scheme conducting re-
authentication at whatever miss rates exhibits a constant delay. For the other approaches, the
mobile station experienced similar handover delays when the key pre-distribution miss rate
was kept zero. As the miss rate increased, FAME and Sun et al.’s methods had smaller increas-
ing rate in handover delay, whereas Hou et al.’s method yielded increasingly longer handover
delay. Since Hou et al.’s method performs full authentication in a key pre-distribution miss
to reclaim keys, the increasing rate of handover delay is comparatively higher than those
in FAME and Sun et al.’s methods which demand keys locally. In particular, the simulation
results show that FAME outperformed Sun et al.’s scheme by at least 40 ms throughout, due to
our handover optimization design yielding fewer message exchanges over the air. Although
the key pre-distribution miss rate is intuitively low in the WiFi-to-WiMAX handover, our
optimization design is of value if the messages are exchanged over error-prone channels.

Figure 6b shows WiMAX-to-WiFi handover performance. When the key pre-distribution
miss rate was zero, our FAME without handover optimization costs the same handover delay
as Hou et al.’s and Sun et al.’s methods did.3 However, as the miss rate increased, handover
delays of Hou et al.’s and Sun et al.’s methods grew at a higher rate. This is because APs in
the two methods underwent full authentications in key pre-distribution misses. Hence, more
frequent key pre-distribution misses result in much higher handover delay on average. In
contrast, FAME achieved a handover delay of 71 ms in a key pre-distribution miss. FAME

2 We selected the ratios according to [10]. Given vertical handover count (say 200), the number of ASNs
under a proxy’s jurisdiction (say 2), and considering 4 ASNs, we obtain the minimal numbers of FR and PAR
from Eqs. 4.3 and 4.7 of [13]. LR can then be known by subtracting the number of FR and PAR from the total
WiFi-to-WiMAX handovers. Supposing that WiFi-to-WiMAX handovers amount to 100 in number (half the
total number of vertical handovers), we come to proportions to be 1, 0 and 99 %.
3 The handover delays are short since the WiFi probe procedure is assumed to be done before handover
execution.
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Fig. 7 Handover delays versus N . a Depicts handover delay versus N , where parenthetical numbers indicate
Pkm . b Handover delay versus TK T , where parenthetical numbers represent Ppm

performed better in this situation because FAME storing the keys ahead in the WIF (the
local trusted key holder in the WiFi domain) allows an AP to retrieve the key from the WIF
during handover, mitigating the penalty of key pre-distribution misses. Therefore, FAME
operates more efficiently in sense of handover delay. For brevity, we hereinafter focus on
analytical results of WiMAX-to-WiFi handover, as our analytical model is properly founded
for providing performance results.

In view that empirically the target prediction miss rate averages 0.1–0.2 [11], our follow-
ing experiments were conducted by fixing key pre-distribution miss rates at 0.1 and 0.2 to
see how handover delay varies with respect to backbone transmission delay between the WIF
and the Authentication Server. Figure 7a shows that FAME had a constant handover delay
for different backbone transmission delays (parameterized by N ) since FAME pre-distrib-
utes the key to both target candidates and the local trusted key holder (the WIF in this case).
The authentication procedure without contacting the Authentication Server can be completed
locally regardless of whether key pre-distribution hits or misses. For the other schemes, how-
ever, handover delays grew linearly with backbone transmission delays. In general, more
message exchanges in the backbone give rise to longer handover delay. Hou et al.’s and Sun
et al.’s methods exchange messages with the Authentication Server for full authentication in
key pre-distribution misses, while Shidhani and Leung’s scheme for re-authentication with
the Authentication Server when the key is not available. Since re-authentication with the
Authentication Server is rare (with a low likelihood of 1 %), the handover delay in Shidhani
and Leung’s scheme increased at a lower rate as N increased.

Figure 7b shows the relationship between handover delay and TK T , the advance time of
sending the notification for key pre-distribution before handover execution. Basically, there
is no direct relationship in-between. However, TK T affects the key pre-distribution miss
rate. Equation (7) shows that key pre-distribution miss rate, Pkm , is a combination of key
transmission miss rate, Ptm , and target prediction miss rate, Ppm . Note that TK T is directly
related with Ptm . If TK T is shorter, the probability Ptm that a target site fails receiving the
key becomes higher, so does Pkm . Assume Ppm to be fixed at either 0.1 or 0.2, as indicated in
Fig. 7b. Pkm might rise up to 1.0 for FAME and Sun et al.’s scheme when TK T became short
enough (e.g., 100 ms in Fig. 7b), yielding longer handover delays in the two methods. Indeed,
TK T is subject to handover preparation and handover decision algorithms. It is hard to control
TK T in some circumstances, especially when the user is moving in an unpredictable way.
However, as long as the notification of key pre-distribution can be correctly sent to the AS in
the beginning of handover preparation, FAME is able to reclaim the key whenever necessary.
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Fig. 8 Packet loss due to handover. a Pictures packet loss versus packet inter-arrival time of constant bit
rate traffic. The parenthetical number of the “Sun” legends is TB (in unit of ms), the time during which the
connection to the serving network remains in the handover execution phase. b Outlines packet loss versus TB ,
where the parenthetical number of the legends denotes Pkm

FAME demanding keys from the local key holder, kept the delay less than 50 ms if TK T was
100 ms, while Sun et al.’s scheme incurred a delay of more than 1,600 ms under the same
condition. In contrast, Hou et al.’s scheme kept Ptm zero due to advance key transmission in
the initial network entry phase, resulting in that Pkm equals Ppm . Hence, Hou et al.’s scheme
maintained constant delays at around 200 and 400 ms for Ppm = 0.1 and 0.2, respectively.

Regarding packet loss, Fig. 8a illustrates the results from the key pre-distribution miss
rate being 0.2. For an application with packet inter-arrival time 20 ms,4 an MS with FAME
perceived fewer than 2 packets lost, while around 12 packets with Sun et al.’s method under
the condition that TB is 500 ms. Hou et al.’s and Shidhani and Leung’s methods produced
around 17 and 33 packets lost, respectively. This may not fulfill real-time requirements.
However, an MS with Sun et al.’s method perceived around 5 packets lost if TB is set to
1,500 ms, which could satisfy the requirements. We thus investigate the relationship between
packet loss and TB . By varying Pkm and TB values, a notable finding from Fig. 8b is that
FAME achieved stable performance of packet loss regardless of TB and Pkm . The packet
loss is insignificant even without using any target prediction algorithm (i.e., FAME (1.0) in
Fig. 8b). Sun et al.’s method achieved the same packet loss as FAME did if TB was around
2,500, 1,500 and 1,000 ms, for Pkm = 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05, respectively. However, an MS using
Sun et al.’s method may experience an intolerable packet loss if TB is not long enough in the
event of key pre-distribution miss. Since TB is determined by various factors such as user
movement pattern and radiowave propagation characteristics, it is hard to control the length
of TB , causing intolerable packet loss in some scenarios.

5.3 Overhead Traffic

Overhead traffic due to key pre-distribution does not place a burden to the network due to
hierarchical key distribution design, even in a large-scale heterogeneous network. The amount
of such generated traffic from the Authentication Server to the WIF (ASN-GW) is related to
the topology among target candidates and their trusted key holders. Typically a trusted key
holder is responsible for a number of APs/BSs. If one trusted key holder can cover the whole
set of target candidates, only one transmission from the Authentication Server to the WIF
(ASN-GW) is required. The broader set of APs/BSs a key holder covers, the less in-between

4 The voice codec G.711 for VoIP applications sends 50 packets per second, that is, a packet inter-arrival time
of 20 ms [30].
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traffic is produced. On the other hand, although the number of message transfers from the
ASN-GW (WIF) to BSs (APs) increase with target candidates, most message transmissions
can take place locally. Accordingly, a higher throughput can be achieved.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented a fast authentication mechanism for mobile stations roaming within a
WiMAX–WLAN interworking environment, a field that warrants closer study. Our mecha-
nism embodies a key reuse design to reduce costly authentication. In addition, the proposed
mechanism localizes the authentication procedure so that authentication delay is made effi-
cient to the greatest extent possible. Moreover, the WiFi-to-WiMAX handover process incor-
porates the handover optimization design which was originally intended for within WiMAX
networks. The proposed mechanism does not trade performance for security and robust-
ness to the extent that security requirements of IEEE 802.11i and IEEE 802.16 are unduly
weakened. Analytical and simulation results show that our scheme meets delay-sensitive
application requirements where less than 3 packets are lost during handover regardless of
key pre-distribution miss rates.

We note that re-authentication mechanisms of EAP methods shall undergo some optimi-
zation for seamless handover in mobile wireless environments. There has been active work
in progress in a new IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) work group called Handover
Keying. We are keeping closely aligned with the development of the new work group. Lastly,
we stress that our treatment lends itself to other types of heterogeneous networks such as
LTE (long term evolution) and WiMAX or WiFi interconnected environments. This suggests
a topic that requires more thorough investigation in the future.
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